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Editorial
The Platforms4CPS project is a 24month coordination and support
action, co-funded under the European Union's H2020 Research and
Innovation Programme in the area
of Smart Cyber-Physical Systems.
The term Cyber-Physical System
(CPS) describes hardware-software which encompass action on
the physical world and collaboration between systems. The project
aims are to carry out strategic actions for future CPS through roadmaps, support of platform development and constituency building.

1. Platforms4CPS CPS Cluster
Kick-off in Brussels on 15th of
February 2017
Charles Robinson (Thales), coordinator of the Platforms4CPS consortium, presented the objectives,
approach and impacts of the Platforms4CPS project at the Cluster
Kick-off in Brussels. The key aim of
Platforms4CPS is to ‘create the
vision, strategy, technology building blocks and supporting ecosystem of innovative researchers, developers and users for future CPS
applications’. The event featured
presentations from all H2020
sister projects financed under the
ICT call 2016. The aim of the
Cluster Kick-off was to identify potential commonalities and similarities in approaches and techniques
in order to identify and define synergies and joint actions. Some
actions to be explored resulting
from the Kick-Off include for the
community at large: a common
glossary of terminology, creating a
unified canvas of data driven business models, challenges of data

It is our pleasure to present to you
the first edition of our Platforms4CPS newsletter. During the project period Platforms4CPS will
publish a series of 4 newsletters to
give you an insight on the progress
of the project . All newsletters will
be also available on our website.
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ownership and sharing data. There was an open question
on what constitutes the physical
part in a CPS (Please if you want to
become involved to discuss open
questions follow this link). This
approach, pursued by the European Commission, ensures that the
impacts of the CPS funded projects are as effective as possible.

2. Digital Manufacturing
Workshop in Stuttgart on 4th
of May
The Platform4CPS consortium
held the first project Workshop at
the Festo Technology Plant in
Stuttgart together with the Horizon 2020 projects ConnectedFactories and BEInCPPS. This is the
first of four workshops considering
current platforms, with a particular focus on discussing accessibility
for SMEs. The aim of the workshop was to discuss digital platform concepts and aligning supply
and demand. Main question at the

Platforms4CPS welcomes all
interested people with expertise to become involved in the project
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workshop was if the current solutions fulfilling real needs of customers. Alternating methodological
approaches have been used for
the workshop, from informative
presentations (e.g. results from
CPS platform survey) to showcase
demonstrations at the shopfloor
level (guided tour through Festo
Technology Plant) to interactive
sessions (e.g. scenario prototyping
“CPS and CPS platforms”).

3. Platforms4CPS booth at
the Digital Innovation Forum
2017 (DIF) in Amsterdam
The Platforms4CPS Team was present with a community booth in
Amsterdam during the DIF 2017
together with their Horizon 2020

sister projects DEIS, CERBERO,
BONSEYES and CPSwarm. As a
highlight the booth had an interactive survey for visitors to vote on
their CPS Priorities. This is relevant
because both ITEA 3 and ArtemisJU share an overlapping focus on
embedded systems and have
significant participation of many

Click here to subscribe for
the Platforms4CPS newsletter
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EU countries. During the two day
event more than 50 visitors from
large Companies, SMEs, Academia,
and Other Institutions (i.e. Clusters, Associations) voted their
Technological and Non-Technological Priorities. A particular result of interactions here was the
need to, in parallel with high-level
factors, ascertain priorities seen as
CPS specific. This will include extending focus to constituent elements of a CPS. The results of the
survey will contribute to derive
CPS recommendations for the
European Commission and are
summarised in the diagrams on
this page. In addition, to voting of
CPS priorities the Platforms4CPS
booth visitors received information regarding the objectives, approach, and expected impacts as

Chris Decubber
Technical Director
EFFRA

Interview with Chris Decubber
What are the most relevant Cyber
-Physical Systems and Internet of
Things trends which the community talks about?
One of the key issues in the domain of Cyber-Physical Systems
and the Internet of Things trends
is semantic interoperability. Especially in terms of CPS, the integration with physical legacy machines
and factories is a very big point. Of
course you can build a new factory
from scratch but in most cases you
will upgrade your factory. You
would probably buy new machines
and those machines will be 'CPS
enabled' or more CPS enabled
then other machines in your factory. Next to that, security as well as
safety aspects in an industrial environment are highly relevant
trends which concern the community.
How could politics help to promote the introduction of CyberPhysical Systems and the Internet
of Things in Small and Medium
size companies?
Increasing the introduction of new
technologies is really a matter of
that one lowers barriers. Before
one adopts a technology one
should have a fair understanding
of this technology and how it can
support one's business case. Of
course the technology providers
have to tell a convincing story to
their potential users. Primarily,
politician could inter alia support
awareness making. I think politics
can support the networks that
share best practices and bring it to
the companies that are inspired by
these examples and then think
about how these technologies can
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well as how to become members
of the Platforms4CPS community.
During the event a significant
number of CPS specialists joined
the project advisory network. All
members of the expert group will
be invited to participate in the
Platforms4CPS PlatForum, workshops as well as informed on CPS
related events in Europe.

4. Platforms4CPS Market
Landscape Workshop on the
9th of May
This Workshop was held at the
same venue back to back with the
DIF event. The aim was to discuss
an on-going investigation into the
CPS and IIoT market landscape in
the four domains being treated
(Health, Energy, Manufacturing,
Transport). The interactive workshop presented high level market
survey results and subsequently
the outcomes of the CPS Platforms
Survey. Discussion particularly looked to identify needs and barriers
for a successful implementation in
the different application domains. Finally there was a stimulating discussion on market segmentation, that is the technological point of view, from the bottom
up, to a consumer. The results will
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contribute to guiding future tasks
including an analysis of competition and opportunities for the European Ecosystem, CPS platform advancement and research roadmap
development. These will be inputs
for the European Commission to
prioritise research calls. A second
workshop on this theme is expected later in the year (sign up to
our advisory board for an invitation).
Background: The ARTEMIS Industry Association and the EUREKA Cluster ITEA organised the international industry-driven event
for the global software innovation
community in the Amsterdam RAI
on 10th -11th of May. Around 450
participants attended the Forum,
which was dedicated to Digital
Transformation with a strong focus on global topics of Digital Innovation, future emerging challenges for industry, and research &
innovation (R&I) results. Next to
inspiring keynotes on Digital
Transformation, the audience
could participate in a Digital Transformation Panel, moderated by
the Platforms4CPS consortium
member Meike Reimann as well as
in interactive workshops on emerging challenges for industry in

solve their manufacturing challenges. This involves also a sometimes slow but steady process of
building trust. Related to the trust
in the technology are of course
the Intellectual Property and liability issues, but still, what matters
first is that companies are made
aware about how IoT and CPS
technologies bring them value and
how the adoption of these technologies would look in practice. Therefore, supporting initiatives that
raise awareness and that tell the
story in a pragmatic way are important. And there is already a lot
ongoing. For example, the ConnectedFactories project coordinated by EFFRA will develop industrial scenario's on the transformation towards digitised manufacturing.
After obtaining his master of
electro-mechanical engineering at
the University of Leuven, Chris got
involved fairly quickly in European
research and innovation programmes. At EFFRA, Chris Decubber
aims at generating consensus on
research and innovation priorities
among the industrial and research
community for the 'Factories of
the Future' PPP. Chris is coordination the monitoring of the outcome and progress of the 'Factories
of the Future' PPP and works on
knowledge transfer mechanisms
that enhance the impact of the
FoF PPP.
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terms of Smart Energy, Smart
Health, Smart Manufacturing, and
Smart Mobility. Furthermore, a
total of 66 exhibitors showed impressive R&I results and business
impacts of their ECSEL-JU, ITEA
and H2020 projects in a large exhibition.
Please visit the DIF2017 website
for more information about the
event and presentations of the
workshops.

5. Upcoming CPS-related
events in 2017
June
23rd ICE/IEEE/ITMC Conference 27
-29 June 2017, Funchal (Madeira),
Portugal (Platforms4CPS workshop
on site. Click here for more information about the workshop).

July
CPS Summer School 3-7 July 2017,
Sibiu, Romania

September
Safecomp 13-15 September 2017,
Trento, Italy

October
IoT Solutions World Congress 3-4
2017, Barcelona, Spain
EPoSS annual event 19-20 October
2017, Graz, Austria

November
ICT Proposers' Day 9-10 November
2017, Budapest, Hungary

December
European Forum for Electronic
Components and Systems 5-7 December 2017 Brussels, Belgium
On our website you‘ll find more
events and information about the
project. Visit us!

EFFRA
The European Factories of the Future Research Association (EFFRA)
is an industry-driven association
promoting the development of
new and innovative production
technologies. It is the official re-

presentative of the private side in
the 'Factories of the Future' public
-private partnership under Horizon 2020. website: www.effra.eu
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